NovaFlex Multi-Purpose Adhesive Sealant is a non-corrosive, single-component, oxime-cured, silicone sealant and/or adhesive. This product is a general purpose compound that is used most frequently within the window and door industry as glazing or structural back-bedding.

NovaFlex Multi-Purpose Adhesive Sealant is a premium all-weather medium modulus silicone that stays flexible and is resistant to cracking and discoloration. The cured sealant resists mildew. This premium all-weather silicone is tack free in 10 minutes and is completely cured in up to 2 days.

**Recommended for Sealing:** Windows, doors, door sills, head expanders, flashing, cap beading, reglazing broken/defective glass, gutters, nail fins, fiber cement, vinyl siding, and trim coil.

**Adheres to:**
- Vinyl
- Brick
- Fiberglass
- Aluminum
- RV
- Concrete
- Masonry
- Wood
- Stone
- Marine
- Fiber Cement
- Steel
- Ceramics
- Building Paper
- Single-Ply

**Color Match**
NovaFlex Multi-Purpose Adhesive Sealant is color matched to over 170 industry standard colors for major siding, trim coil, and window manufacturer colors.


Made in USA. Professional Grade.
Packaging Information
NovaFlex Multi-Purpose Adhesive Sealant is available in 10 ounce cartridges, 20 ounce sausage packs, 5 gallon pails, and 55 gallon drums.

Specifications
Meets or exceeds ASTM C-920, TT-S-001543A and TT-S-230C. AAMA 803.3 (I), 805.2 C, 808.3.

Disposal
Consult and obey all applicable local, state, and federal regulations. For additional information, consult product Safety Data Sheet.

Precautions
For additional information consult product Safety Data Sheet. Not recommended for surfaces that are to be painted. Not recommended for joints submerged under water.

Professional Grade